CORPORATE MEMBERSHIPS

From 2019, the alumni want to take another step towards one another in Bremen: Corporate Memberships. Science meets economy. Our goal is to establish a close network of contacts and possibilities. Corporations are not only potential employers but also an anchor in our great network. From now on, you will find links with information on job offers and things to know about our corporate members in the section ‘News from Our Corporate Members.’ Are you interested in becoming a corporate member? Please contact us at alumni@uni-bremen.de.

VIETNAM ALUMNI WANTED: THE UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN IS LOOKING FOR ALUMNI IN VIETNAM!

You studied or conducted research at the University of Bremen and now reside in Vietnam? If so, please contact us – representatives of the University of Bremen will be in Vietnam in December and would love to use the opportunity to meet with Bremen alumni there.

ON AN ESPRESSO WITH... INKA LUX, JDE

In this and the following newsletters, we will introduce our new corporate members. We will begin with JACOBS DOUWE EGBERTS (JDE) and an interview with our alumna Inka Lux, Coffee Champion & HR Specialist Talent Acquisition and Development (Germany, Austria, Switzerland).

Read more ..

PREPARATION OF INTERNATIONAL CHAPTERS

The alumni network is growing. This year’s meeting with the Research Ambassadors of the University of Bremen initiated the establishment of further alumni chapters in different countries across the globe. New chapters are being established in Brazil, Canada, Cameroon, England, Mexico, South Africa, Tanzania, and the USA. You can find an overview on the Research Ambassadors here.
OPEN CAMPUS 2019

It was a phenomenal celebration this year: The Open Campus event was a meeting place for future students, interested people from Bremen and surroundings, for employees and lecturers. It was an open presentation of possibilities, connections, and attractive fields of work of the university and its institutes. The alumni were also there. Click here for exciting insights and a film.

OUTSTANDING PHD SUPERVISION

Prof. Dr. Iris Pigeot and Prof. Dr. Andreas Fischer-Lescano have been awarded the new ‘Prize for Outstanding PhD Supervision’ of the University of Bremen for their excellent supervision of doctoral candidates. Read more..

EVENT

WELCOME TO THE BREMEN SITE – ALUMNI VISIT TO AIRBUS

Another exciting event led us to a brand-new building at the Airport City in Bremen: the research and technology center ECOMAT. Dr.-Ing. Hubertus Lohner took us on a trip of the booming aviation industry that consistently connects top-level researchers, state, and economy within a valuable alliance in the city. Read more..

INTERNATIONAL

ERASMUS – INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

Next to the promotion of student and employee mobility within Europe, the Erasmus program each year offers means for cooperation with other universities outside of Europe. Read more..

INTERNATIONALLY TRAINED TEACHERS

The demands on teachers have changed. Unlike thirty years ago, a diverse student body is normality today. When dealing with students (and their parents) from different countries of origin, future teachers need inter- and transcultural competences that allow them to become a teacher who is sensitive to diversity. Read more..
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SECOND RESEARCH AMBASSADOR WORKSHOP HELD SUCCESSFULLY

It has almost become tradition: In the run-up of the Open Campus event, the University of Bremen again invited their Research Ambassadors from all over the world in order to discuss new developments and strategic projects together with the university rectorate, department representatives, and administration, as well as exchange thoughts on the Ambassador’s experiences and ideas. Read more ..

NEWSFLASH

GOT SOMETHING TO SPARE?

In the winter semester, the University of Bremen will welcome about 500 international (first semester) students. They arrive in Bremen with only their luggage and often reside in the scarcely equipped rooms of the student dormitories. SeniorCitizens, a group of senior students, would like to assist them with their start in Bremen. They are looking for household goods that can be given away to these students as part of a FREE SHOP. If you have something to spare (collection possible), please send an email to senior-citizens@uni-bremen.de. For further information please click here. Come by gladly!

DOWN UNDER: B-HUMAN CROWNED WORLD CHAMPION FOR THE SEVENTH TIME

A final score of 2–1 decided the world championship in Sydney – again in favor of the team of the University of Bremen and the DFKI (German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence). What a sensational success story! The alumni association is a sponsor of the team and enthusiastically supports them. You can find out how the team has managed to win again thanks to Deep Learning – and what that is – here.

EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY YUFE: UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN SUCCESSFUL WITH NETWORK

YUFE is short for Young Universities for the Future of Europe. The EU Commission has chosen the YUFE Alliance in a pilot process to build one of the first European Universities. A total of fifty networks had applied, seventeen of which will be funded by the EU from September 1, 2019. Alongside the University of Bremen, the Universities of Maastricht, Antwerp, Carlos III Madrid, Eastern Finland, Essex, Roma Tor Vergata, and Cyprus are a part of the alliance. If the mere thought of it makes you want to find out more, continue reading here.
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING – REALITY AT LAST?

In the project OPA3L, scientists of the University of Bremen work on the development of autonomous driving. By means of a laser scanner, they are optimizing the maps used for autonomous driving in the Bremen district Borgfeld – to the exact centimeter! Continue reading here.

STUDY ON THE CORE OF PERSONALITY – AND YOU CAN PARTICIPATE!

SPeADy is the name of the study – and that is exactly how quick it is. In only thirty minutes, twins and non-twins are surveyed intensively. Prof. Dr. Christian Kandler from the Department of Psychology is looking for participants in his current study. Interested? Read more..

NEWS FROM OUR CORPORATE MEMBERS

The following publications are not editorial content but linked information of our company members. Just click on them!

- Jacobs Douwe Egbert is looking for a Media Specialist (m/w/d)
- Jacobs Douwe Egbert is looking for a Nat. Key Account Manager REWE (m/w/d)
- Career at team neusta
- Get to know team neusta